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ABSTRACT
Over the past years, Structure-from-Motion calibration algorithms have become widely popular for many applications in com-
puter graphics. From an unordered set of photographs, they manage to robustly estimate intrinsic and extrinsic camera parame-
tersfor each image. One major drawback is the quadratic computation time of existing algorithms. Thispaper presents different
strategies to overcome this problem by only working on subsets of images and merging the results. A quantitative comparison
of these strategies reveals the trade-off between accuracy and computation time.
Keywords: Camera Calibration, Sparse Bundle Adjustment, Structure-from-Motion.
1 INTRODUCTION
Many of today’s vision and graphics applications
are based on well-calibrated cameras. The camera
calibrationprocess has been widely exploredin the past
years and many methods have been proposed - ranging
from classical checkerboard recordings to calibration
without a priori known patterns [PGV+04, SSS08].
These recent methods require the recorded images
only to obtain a multitude of feature points (e.g.
SIFT-features) for a proper self-calibration. Especially
image-based modeling and rendering applications
beneﬁt from the development: The camera setup can be
freely chosen and a calibration recording session has
become obselete. Furthermore, the camera steup does
not need to be ﬁxed during the recording anymore.
Scenes recorded with multiple handheld cameras can
nowadays be reconstructed by employing the self-
calibration methods. The method most widely used
in the research community is the Sparse Bundle Ad-
justment, or Bundler for short, introduced by Snavely
et al. [SSS08]. The recorded images are searched for
feature points, e.g. SIFT-features. Feature points, that
are shared between any two images are considered
as correspondence points. After an initial estimate of
camera parameters, these points are triangulated and
reprojected to the images. The reprojection error, i.e.
the euclidean distance between the original feature
locations and their reprojections on the image plane
is minimized during the so-called bundle adjustment.
Being considered as a milestone in the community,
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this tool, however, has serious issues regarding the
computation time.
In this paper we examine the reasons for these is-
sues and propose new methods to signiﬁcantly reduce
the computation time whilst keeping the reprojection
error minimal. The paper is outlined as follows. We
give a brief overview to recent advances in calibration
methods in Section 2, also focussing on Bundler’s run-
time issues. Afterwards, we introduce two strategies
to tackle these problems in Section 3. We justify our
methods with a quantitative analysis in Section 4 and
conclude in Section 5.
2 RELATED WORK
While our work mainly improves Bundler by Snavely
et al. [SSS08], a renowned tool for 3D object recon-
struction from uncalibrated multicamera footage used
by many other scientists [WMC04, Sna08, JB09], we
also relate to the following previous work in the ﬁeld of
multicamera calibration.
A good overview of calibration algorithms can
be found in the paper by Triggs et al. [TMHF99].
The commercial tool Boujou [vic09] reconstructs 3D
models from moving uncalibrated cameras. Hasler
et al.[HRT+09, THWS08] calibrate multiple moving
unsynchronized cameras by ﬁrst ﬁnding each camera’s
trajectory (using KLT-tracking and RANSAC-ﬁtting).
An approach based on geometric dissimilarity mea-
surement is described by Denzler et al. [BBD09]. They
rely on a less restrictive matching method compared to
[SSS08].
However, most calibration approaches, including the
Sparse Bundle Adjustment [SSS08], suffer from long
computation times. Schwartz et al. [SK09] investigate
the preconditions of multicamera calibration and sug-
gest to merge connected components for an initial es-
timate to achieve computation speedup. Byrod et al.
suggest an iterative adjusting approach by solving the
problem with a conjugate gradient method. They pre-conditionthe matrix with a multiscale Gauss-Seidel ap-
proach. He et al. [HQH08] try to improve the com-
putation time by propagating matches between camera
pairs.
Our approaches, instead, address the computation
time problem by applying Bundler to a limited selec-
tion of images, and incorporating the other images at a
later stage.
2.1 Bundler: Sparse Bundle Adjustment
As our work is based on the work of Snavely et
al. [SSS08], we will give a brief introduction into
the Bundler Calibration pipeline. Bundler accepts an
unordered set of photographs as input, along with an
initial estimate of the focal lengths of the cameras that
took these images. A calibration of the images is the
output of the algorithm which provides the relative
rotations R and translations t of all cameras along with
the intrinsic parameters (focal length and radial lens
distortion). The ﬁrst part of the Pipeline is an image
feature extraction. Snavely et al. proposed to use SIFT
features [Low04] for this task. This step runs in linear
time. A pairwise feature matching phase matches the
key features of all images pairs. This step runs in
quadratic time. The two most promising images are
chosen for an initial calibration. After calibration, an
initial set of 3D points is obtained via triangulation of
the corresponding points. The bundle adjustment step
reﬁnes the calibration by minimizing the reprojection
errors of the obtained points. The remaining cameras
are added one by one: If at least six correspondences
to the already reconstructed 3D points are known,
an initial estimate of its parameters is calculated via
Direct Linear Transformation. A bundle adjustment
step reﬁnes the initial parameters of the camera, new
reconstructed 3D points may be added and a global
bundle adjustment step is performed. This ﬁnal phase
runs in quadratic time. We can see that both the key
feature matching and the bundle adjustment run in
quadratic time with respect to the amount m of input
images. The overall computational complexity of
Bundler is therefore O(m2).
3 SPEEDUP STRATEGIES
Data sets containing just a few hundred images may
lead to run-times of several days on a single CPU. In-
stead of focussing on algorithmic techniques to tackle
this problem, our approaches reduce the number of im-
ages used as an input to the sparse bundle adjustment.
We developed two different strategies that let Bundler
onlyrunonsubsets ofimages, thusdecreasingthe over-
all run-time.
3.1 Merge Images Approach
We partition the set of images into n subsets of equal
size. Given an (arbitrarily chosen) order of images, the
Figure 1: Merge Images Approach for n = 2 and k = 9.
Two subsets are created and separated independently
(blue and red boxes). All subsets contain a set of com-
mon images (yellow boxes). Both subsets are merged
via a Procrustes transformation.
ﬁrst, the n+1st, the 2n+1st, etc... image are put in
subset N1. The second, n+2nd, 2n+2nd, etc... image
are placed in subset N2 and so forth, see Fig. 1. After-
wards,we makesurethattheimagesubsetsalso contain
some common images. We select each kth image from
the original image set and add it to each subset if it is
not already present in that set. Each subset is calibrated
with Bundler independently. We are now faced with
the problem that we obtained n calibrations of the same
scene. Wearbitrarilypicktheﬁrstsubsettobeourrefer-
ence set and mergethe other calibration results into this
reference system. The subset’s reference systems differ
in their location zn, their rotation Rn and their scale bn.
So, aProcrustestransformationF hasto beobtainedfor
each subset to align it with the reference set. When this
transformationis know, new rotation matrices Rnew and
translation vectorstwnew are obtained. We recall that the
position p of a camera can be derived from its rotation
matrix R and its translation vector t.
p = −RTt. (1)
We can obtain a set of common points for all subsets
of images when we compute the camera positions for
the common images in each set. For each image sub-
set, we obtain the transformation f that maps the set of
common camera locations to the one of the reference
calibration. We make use of the matlab implementation
of the Procrustes Analysis. The same transformation
can be used to obtain the camera locations pnew, the
rotation matrices Rnew and the translation vectors tnew:
The new camera locations and rotationmatrices can de-
rivedbydirectlyapplyingf. Thetranslationvectorsare
computed as follows:
tnew = −RT
new
−1
pnew (2)
The speedup caused by this strategy can be formal-
ized by a reduction of the complexity from O(m2),
where m is the total number of images, to O(n·(m/n+
m/k)2). As we will show in Section 4, an adequate se-Figure 2: Add Images approch with n = 4. Only each
nth image is used for the initial calibration (red boxes).
The other images are added using via Direct Linear
Transformtion.
Figure 3: A representative frame of the test sequence.
lection of k and m can cause a dramatic speedup, while
preservinga highaccuracy,i.e. a low reprojectionerror.
3.2 Add Images Approach
The original implementation of bundler provides the
opportunity to add images to an already calibrated set
of images. We exploit this feature and determine a
subset of images that is calibrated instead of the com-
plete set of images. We add every nth image into the
subset, calibrate the subset and add all remaining im-
ages via Bundler’s Add Images feature, Fig 2. When
adding images to the calibrated set of images, no new
bundle adjustment iteration is performed. I.e., only the
optimal rotation matrix and translation vector for the
new image is determined, no new 3D points are in-
serted and no optimization of the camera parameters
is performed. Therefore, adding images runs in linear
time. Instead of the original computationl complexity
of O(m2), the Add Images Approach has a complexity
of O((m/n)2 +(m−m/n)), which is even faster than
the Merge Image Approach.
4 RESULTS
Our speedup strategies are tested on the grafﬁti im-
age sequence, Fig. 3. This test sequence contains the
recordings of 5 non-stationary camcorders, all pointed
towards a juggler in front of a highly textured wall.
Each camera recorded 40 video frames, resulting in a
total size of 200 images. The image size is 480px ×
270px. We calibratetheset of200imageswiththe orig-
inal bundler algorithm, the Merge Images Approach
and the Add Images Approach. Several calibrationruns
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Figure 4: Runtimes for Bundler using both speedup
strategies with different parameters n and k. We ob-
tained results for n=1,2,4,8,16,32and k =20,30,50.
Please note that n = 1 is identic to a calibration without
speedup. Compared to the original Bundler calibration
(n = 1), a signiﬁcant speedup can be achieved in all
cases.
with different parameters quantitatively determine the
tradeoff between computation time and accuracy.
As an error measure, we use the reprojection er-
ror of the reconstructed 3D points. In order to make
all speedup scenarios comparable, we have to make a
slight alteration to the Add Image approach. When us-
ing this approach, the reconstructed point sets tend to
be much smaller with increasing n. Because not all im-
agesareusedforBundleAdjustment,less reconstructed
points are added. It is also quite likely that only these
points will be incorporated into that set that have a low
reprojection error: Bundler either optimizes or discards
points. Therefore, we store a list of reconstructed 3D
points and their image locations when running Bundler
without a speedup strategy. When evaluating the repro-
jection error with the Add Images method, we recon-
struct the full set of 3D points by triangulation of the
previouslystoredimagelocations. We thenmeasurethe
reprojection error of the full set of 3D points. For both
speedup methods, we calibrate with n = 2,4,8,16,32.
In the case of the Merge Images method, we did indi-
vidual test runs for each different n with k = 20,30,50.
The computation times, Fig. 4, reveal that the Add
Images Approach outperforms the Merge Images Ap-
proach in terms of speed. For n = 32 it takes just 6 in-
stead of 120 minutes to perform the calibration. This is
not surprising, as the Merge Images method does run n
separate calibrations instead of only a single one. With
computationtimes as low as 22 minutes, the Merge Im-
ages method still achieves a remarkable result. When
choosing k > n, the runtimes start to increase again, as
a lot of redundant frames are incorporated into the cal-
ibrations. All calibration runs are performed on a 2.66
Ghz Intel CPU using a single core. In defense of the
Merge Images method one must admit that the Merge1 2 4 8 16 32
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Figure 5: Average reprojection error for both the Add
Images and the Merge Images approach. Please note
that n = 1 is identic to a calibration without speedup.
Images method can be easily parallelized. In contrast,
the Add Images approachruns a consecutivealgorithm.
When we look at the reprojection error, one can see
that for low k (k = 20,30) values, the Merge Images
Method achieves much better results, Fig. 5. With
higher k (k = 50) the merging of data sets seems to be-
come unstable. The Add Images method’s reprojection
error increases linear with n. Although, for n = 32 the
mean error still stays below 0.8 px.
When we look at the mean deviation of the error, we
see that it keeps low in all scenarios where the Merge
Approach is used, Fig. 6. On the other hand, the devi-
ation of the error climbs up to a value of 1.6 px when
using the Add Images Approach. This can be explained
by the fact that many of these points were not consid-
ered for bundle adjustment and that a few large outliers
exist. The shown quantitative results lead to the inter-
pretation that both approaches succeed in their task to
speed up the computation while maintaining a low re-
projection error. When a very high speedup is required,
the Add Images apporach is the ﬁrst choice, especially
for high values of n, drastic speedups are achieved.
When accuracy is crucial, the Merge Images approach
is the more advisable choice. One should pick n < k
when using the Merge Images method, otherwise the
speedup will signiﬁcantly diminish.
5 CONCLUSION
We introducedtwo methods,i.e., the MergeImagesand
the Add Images approach, to speed up the computation
in the camera calibration tool Bundler. We found that
both methods achieve comparably fair results, i.e. min-
imal reprojection error.
In the future we want to examine, if clustering of im-
ageswill leadto furtherspeedup. I.e., if insteadofpick-
ing images arbitrarily for our calibrtion subsets, a more
considerate preselection of images can be used to fur-
ther improve the accuracy of the calibration.
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Figure 6: Standard deviation of the reprojection error
for both speedup strategies.
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